Case Studies Recent energy control projects

Liverpool Heart & Chest Hospital Liverpool

Belle Vue Speedway Manchester

Building: Liverpool Heart and Chest hospital is a
renowned medical facility that specialises in the treatment
of heart and lung disease.

Building: The Aces moved to a new purpose-built stadium in
Gorton in 2016, which will also serve as the national stadium for
British speedway.

Brief: The install focused around the design of the
outpatient’s department in which lighting previously ran on
individual circuits. The consultant on the project wanted to
address this by running them on the same circuit, since this
would allow them to be switched on and off simultaneously,
whichever entrance was used.

Brief: Key to the club operating as a more cost-effective
business is the installation of a range of lighting controls from
CP Electronics, which will provide greater energy efficiency for
the club during race nights. They also wanted to deliver an
enhanced environment for spectators visiting the sports
complex.

Solution: Wireless PIR presence detectors were used in
addition to the DALI dimmer switch and Vitesse Modular™
lighting connection system, using wireless PIRs saved a
minimum of 25% on total labour costs.

Solution: RAPID lighting control system alongside the
EBR-4SC scene plate were installed, While standalone PIRs
push button GESM were also used.

Unity Hall Wakefield

Ashton Old Baths Manchester

Building: The building's new design provides a
combination of performance, conference and event space
with associated hospitality areas, a café-bar that is open to
the public and a range of flexible working/office space with
all modern amenities.

Building: This refurbished building is a unique new digital,
creative and media hub which is segmented into several
self-contained, free-standing office pods inside the original
structure of the building, which dates back to 1870.

Brief: To reduce as far as possible energy wastage
from lighting and other applications which are powered-up
but unused.
Solution: Three CP products were used in this project:
the MWS3A-PRM and MWS6-PRM microwave detectors,
as well as the EBDSPIR-PRM presence detector. All of
these can turn lights on when a room is occupied and off

Brief: To maximise cost savings, it was important to install
a lighting control solution which provides a good level of
coverage without being obtrusive for tenants.
Solution: To deliver this level of lighting control, a
combination of adjustable head, flush mounted MWS3A
microwave detectors, and compact flush mounted EBDSPIR
passive infrared (PIR) presence detectors were specified.

Old Low Light North Shields

Barton Peveril Sixth Form College Hampshire

Building: This project saw a complete re-vamp of the
interior with a café, shop and top floor venue for hire to
the public.

Building: The £5m green Science Centre at Barton Peveril
Sixth College has three storeys and includes nine
state-of-the-art laboratories and preparation rooms for the study
of biology, chemistry and physics.

Brief: As this building is run through a charity, there
is a need to be extremely cost-conscious at all times. As
such, help was sort to minimise energy wastage and,
therefore, cost.

Brief: To achieve its ambition of building a brand new
environmentally friendly science centre, teaching block and
café.

Solution: The MW3SA microwave presence detectors
worked in tandem with the EBDSPIR range of passive
infrared (PIR) presence detectors.

Solution: The Vitesse Plus lighting control system was used,
along with microwave presence/absence detectors. Passive
infrared (PIR) presence detectors were also installed.

Kärcher Banbury

Bluebell Park Liverpool

Building: The Banbury-based UK division of the world’s
leading cleaning technology brand, commissioned the
design and build of a huge, brand new headquarters.

Building: The apartments, built in Huyton, offer 122 one/two
bedroom apartments specially designed to cater for the health
and care needs for those over the age of 50.

Brief: Having taken into account all of the client’s needs and
specifications, Ridge and Partners were quick to specify the
use of CP Electronics’ controls in the office space.

Brief: 50 per cent of lights need to be controlled by presence
and motion detectors that help to minimise any unnecessary
energy consumption and cost incurred.

Solution: Vitesse Plus lighting control system (VITP-MB)
and the MWS3A microwave presence/absence detectors
were used to minimise energy use and fine-tune the lighting
provision to its surroundings.

Solution: Integrating conveniently with the complex’s internal
clock and fire systems, the An-10 provided a simple yet highly
effective and safe solution for the building owners and residents
alike.

Browse more projects on our website: www.cpelectronics.co.uk/projects

